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ANTICOMMUTATION RELATIONS. II

BY

B. M. BAKER

Abstract. A class of representations of the gauge invariant subalgebra of

the canonical anticommutation relations (henceforth GICAR) is studied.

These representations are induced by restricting the well-known pure, non-

gauge invariant generalized free states of the canonical anticommutation

relations (henceforth CAR). Denoting a state of the CAR by to, and the

unique generalized free state of the CAR such that u(a(f)*a(g)) = (/, Tg)

and o>(a(f)a(g)) = (Sf, g) by uST, it is shown that a pure, nongauge
invariant state uST induces a factor representation of the GICAR if and

only if Tr 7X7 - 7") - oo.

1. Introduction. The problem considered here is a natural extension of the

work begun by the author in [2], where restrictions of gauge invariant

generalized free states of the canonical anticommutation relations (CAR) to

its U(l) or gauge invariant subalgebra (GICAR) were studied. Viewing the

CAR and GICAR as UHF and AF C*-algebras in the sense of [5] and [4]

respectively, a necessary and sufficient condition was obtained for such states

to induce factor representations. The next simplest case is that of the

nongauge invariant but pure generalized free state. Such states were analyzed

by several authors [1], [3], the former directly generalizing a study of gauge

invariant generalized free states [9]. In [6] the connection between this class of

representations and the BCS theory of superconductivity is discussed.

Here, both the formalisms of [9] and [3] will be used when convenient,

together with the obvious correspondence between them. The main result of

this work, Theorem 4.17, is identical in conclusion to that of [2, Theorem

3.24]. In §3, two complex structures are analyzed; analogous procedures are

found in [1] and [11]. Throughout, the techniques and results of [8], [9], [4],

and [10] are relied upon heavily.
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2. Definitions, notation. Let 30 be a separable complex Hubert space with

orthonormal basis {/„}, n = 1, 2, . . ., and 91t„ = span{/,, . . . ,/„}. The

CAR algebra over 91t„ is denoted by 3I(91c„). It is constructed via a linear

mapping/—» a(f) satisfying the relations

a(f)a(g) + a(g)a(f) = 0,

a{f)a(g)* + a(g)*a(f) = (g,f)I

for all /, g in 91t„. We denote by 31(30) the CAR algebra over 30, the

completion of (J „ 21(911,,) written 31(30) = U „«(%,)• This is a UHF algebra

in the sense of [5]. Note that commuting 2x2 matrix algebras are defined by

the formulas % = 21(911,), <S* = 21(911*) n 2I(9ït>t_1)c, k = 2, 3, ... ; it

follows that 2i(91t„) «®I=,St,a2"X 2" matrix algebra (see e.g. [2]). We

choose matrix units for the %k as in[2]:

e\V = a(fk)a(fky,   eft = a(fk)Vk,

e& = a(fky Vk,       «g> = a(fkya(fk)

where

*-i

Kfc=  II   (/ - 2a(fj)*a(fj)),       k = 2,3,....
y=i

We denote by 3t°(3C) the U(\) or gauge invariant C*-subalgebra of 31(30).

This is the algebra invariant under the automorphisms x,» 0 < t < 2ir, de-

fined by extending the map a(f) -» e~"a(/) to all of 31(30). 3I°(X) is an AF

algebra in the sense of [4].

Alternatively, the CAR algebra may be constructed over a real Hilbert

space [3]. From 30 we obtain a real Hilbert space (K, s) with scalar product

s( , ): for each vector/ E 30 there is a corresponding vector [/] e (K, s) and

s is given by

s([f\,[g])-Ke(f,g)

which implies s([f], [if]) = 0. As in the case of 91(30), an algebra 9t(/v, s) is

constructed via a linear mapping [/] -^ «([/]) satisfying the new relations

«([/])"([*]) + «([*])«([/]) = 2s([f\, [g])l,

"([/])* = «([/])

for all [/], [g] E (K, s). Now if [/] and [g] are real orthogonal, the algebra

generated by «([/]), u([ g]) over C is isomorphic to a (complex) 2x2 matrix

algebra. Further, algebras ^L(Mk) and Bk may be constructed analogously to

31(911*) and 93* above.

In the sequel we will investigate a class of representations of 31°(30)

obtained by restricting the pure nongauge invariant generalized free states of
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31(30) to 3I°(3C) c 31(30). A generalized free state to of 31(30) C$l(K, s)) is

completely determined by its values on monomials of the form a(f)*a(g),

a(f)a(g) (u([f])u([g])) for all/, g E 30 ([/], [g] E (K, s)), see e.g. [7] and [3].

It follows that operators S, T on 30 and A on (K, s) may be defined by the

formulas:

o>(a(f)*a(g)) = (/, Tg),       »(a(f)a(g)) = (Sf, g)

and

*>(«([/])«([*])) = *([/]> [i]) + M4/]' [*])■
From the properties of a state, we find T linear, 0 < T < I, S antilinear,

S* = -S, and A skew-adjoint, i.e. A+ = — A, with + denoting the real

adjoint on (K, s). We denote by uST (uA) the generalized free state of 31(30)

(31(/£, s)) with the two-point functions given by S, T (A) and the restriction of

uST to 2t°(30) by w^T. Straightforward computation, using the isomorphism

obtained by extending the mapping «([/]) -* a(f) + a(f)*, yields, for a given

state

s(A[f], [ g]) = Re((2iS + ¡(2T - /))/, g).

It is a consequence of [3, Theorem 1] that a complex structure J on (K, s)

induces a pure generalized free state w, of 2I(/i, s). Defining to, to be the

state of 9l(K, s) corresponding to the (pure) Fock state w00 it follows directly

from the above formula that the complex structure Jx satisfies

A state of 21(30) is said to factorize with respect to the algebras <$>k, k = 0, 1,

2, . . . , above if w(xy) = u(x)u(y) for x E 'S*, y E %h k ^ I; we then write

w = <8> "_owI®a- If tne ^* are (simultaneous) invariant subspaces for S and

T, it follows from the properties of a generalized free state that w factorizes

with respect to the associated "3J* ; similarly if Mk are invariant subspaces for

31(/i, s), then uA factorizes on the associated Bk. For further elaboration of

notation, definitions, or results see [7], [2]-[4].

3. Factor condition. We begin with a proposition indicating the correspon-

dence between pure generalized free states of 31(/i, *) and complex structures

on (K, s); this is essentially [3, Theorem 3].

Proposition 3.1. Let uA be a generalized free state of %(K, s). Then wA is

pure <=> A is a complex structure on (K, s).

Proof. Since uA is a generalized free state A + = -A ; hence we need only

show A2 = — /. In [3, Theorem 3] it is concluded that uA is pure ^A2 =

-/ assuming Ker(A) has even or infinite dimension, and that A2 = -/ => wA is

pure. Thus we need only consider the case of odd, finite dimensional kernel.
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In this case we show aA is not pure. Choose a unit vector [/] G Ker(A) and

define M = span([/]). Straightforward computation shows wA factorizes with

respect to 31(Af, s) and ^(M^, s). Assuming uA pure, it follows from the

proof of [7, Theorem 5.5] that íoJST/AÍ, s) and to^ |3t(Afx, s) are also pure.

Now 2I(M, s) is a two-dimensional C*-algebra generated by / and «([/]) with

two ideals generated by / ± u(f); it follows that the pure states satisfy

w(m([/])) = ±1. However, for any generalized free state uA (u[f\) = 0 con-

tradicting the hypothesis that uA is pure with Ker(v4) finite dimensional and

odd. Done.

Remark. The argument above shows uA pure => ker(A) = 0.

We will now consider an arbitrary pure generalized free state on 91(/i, s)

and its associated complex structure, call it J2. The aim is to factorize wy by

choosing finite dimensional subspaces of (K, s) which are simultaneously

invariant under J2 and the complex structure /, of §1.

Lemma 3.2. Let J2 be an arbitrary complex structure on (K, s) and Jx be as

above (see §1). Then the operator M = — (/, — J2)2 is a real selfadjoint

operator on (K, s) with the properties

(i) 0 < A//4 < /,

(ii) [/„ /J+ = M - 21.

Proof. Since (Jx — J2)+ = — (Jx — J2), M is clearly selfadjoint. Further,

o < (/, - j2y (jx - j2) = - (/, - j2f

and

II - (A - tâ\\ = l|/i - ^ll2 < (ll/ill + ll^ll)2 = 4
giving (i). For (ii), simply multiply out — (Jx — J2)2. Done.

We now specialize to the case where M has pure point spectrum.

Definition 3.3. Suppose M/4 has pure point spectrum {ju„}, n = 1,

2, ... ; note by 3.2, 0 < ju», < 1. We define 9n by the formula

«.-om-'O -2ft,).
The following proposition obtains simultaneous invariant subspaces for /,, J2

on which these operators take a simple form:

Proposition 3.4. Let M = — (/, —■ J2)2 as above, and K^ be the spectral

subspace of K associated with the spectrum point 4^ of the operator M. Then

there is a basis for K^ satisfying

fc - <u.

/*„ = <>,

ft, = 1,

(0 'A-(?    "i)®'*..

Al^ =
(Ï

i)
®/n

/,.
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where I , I0, /, are identities on real Hilbert spaces whose dimensions equal the

multiplicities of eigenvalues ft, 0, 1 respectively and

where 0, /, R represent 2x2 matrices, 0,1 as usual and

R = icos9„     sin9„\

\sin9n       cos9„)

with 9n defined as in 3.3.

Proof. The basis for this proof is to make the ansatz implicit in (i) and (ii)

and carry out the computations.

(i) Choose a unit vector v in K0; if there are none, let /0 be the identity on a

zero-dimensional space. Since v is in K0, we have — (Jx — J2)2v = 0 and

straightforward computation shows — (Jx — J2)2J¡v = 0, hence J¡v in K0,

i = 1, 2. Clearly, (v, J¡v) = 0 and ||/,-o|| = ||v|| = 1, i = 1, 2. Finally, using

[/„ J2]+ = — 2/ we have —(JxJ2v, v) = (v, JxJ2v) + 2 or +1 = (J2v, Jxv)

giving J2v = Jxv. Hence, v, Jxv ate orthonormal and /, and J2 are given by

2x2 matrices of the form appearing in (i). Now choose w in the orthogonal

complement of v, Jxv and repeat the process for w, Jxw. Continuing until K0

is exhausted, we obtain (i), for ft, = 0. Similar computations to those above

complete (i).

(ii) Given a unit vector t>, in K , we wish to find four orthonormal vectors

vx, v2, v3, v4 such that the following are satisfied:

(1) Jxvx = -v3, (5) J2vx = -v3 cos 9 + v4 sin 9,

(2) JiV2 = -t>4, (6) J2v2 = -v3 sin 9 — v4 cos 9,

(3) Jxv3 = vx, (7) J2v3 = üi cos 9 + v2 sin 9,

(4) Jxv4 = v2, (8) J2v4 = -C| sin 9 + v2 cos 9,

suppressing the subscript nonö for convenience. Clearly, we can choose an

arbitrary unit vector vx in K^ (if not, let /^ be the identity on a zero-dimen-

sional space), and invert (3) to get v3 = -Jxvx; substitute in (7) to get

t>2 = (/ cot 9 + JXJ2 csc 9 )vx

and in (5) to obtain

v4 = ( — Jx cot 9 + J2 csc 9)vx.

(Note 0 < fi» < 1 implies sin 9 ^ 0.) We now claim v¡, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are

orthonormal and satisfy (1) through (8) above. Given this, we may choose w,

in the orthogonal complement of vx, i = 1, . . . , 4, and repeat the process,
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obtaining (ii). Straightforward computation using Jf = -J¡, J2 = -/, / =

1, 2, and [Jx, J2]+\K^= -2 cos 9nI shows that the v¡, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are in K ,

are orthonormal, and do satisfy (1) through (8). Done.

Theorem 3.5. Let (K, s) be the real Hubert space corresponding to % as in

§1, and 3I(/i, s) be the CAR algebra over (K, s). Let wy , w, be the Fock state

and an arbitrary pure generalized free state on 31(/(, s) respectively. Suppose

that —(Jx — J2)2 has pure point spectrum. Then we can write

K=  ©  K^
71=0

with the K^ satisfying the following:

(i) the K^ are mutually orthogonal,

(ii) dimi/vj = 4, 0 < ft < 1,

(iii) dim(/vj = 2, ft = 0, 1,

(iv) <¿j2 = <g> *««,J£,.
where Br is a finite-dimensional matrix algebra, r = 1, 2.In particular co7j

factorizes with respect to the {K^}, n = 1, 2, ... .

Proof. By hypothesis —(Jx — J2)2 has pure point spectrum which we

denote {4ft}, n = 1, 2, . . ., as above. Note by 3.2, 0 < ft < 1. Letting AT„ be

the spectral subspace of — (Jx — J2) associated with the eigenvalue 4ft, we

choose a basis for these as in 3.4. This yields two and four dimensional

mutually orthogonal invariant subspaces for J¡, i = 1, 2, corresponding to

ft = 0, 1 and 0 < ft, < 1 respectively. Consequently, we may define Mr =

© r„=0K , Br = 3t(Air+1, s) n 2t(Mr, s)c and obtain factorization for wy on

the finite-dimensional {Br}, r = 1, 2, ... . Done.

Corollary 3.6. Let uST be a pure generalized free state of 31(30), and

suppose T has pure point spectrum. Then we can write

00

Jv =  ©   3C„
n = 0

with the %   satisfying the following:

(i) the 30   are mutually orthogonal,

(ii) dim(3Cj - 2,0 < ft, < 1,
(iii) dim(30j - 1, ft, - 0,1,
(iv) icST = (£> ̂ =0oiST\9)r with %r finite-dimensional matrix algebras; in

particular uiST factorizes with respect to the {30^}, n = 1, 2, . . .,

(v) defining

^ m \»sA'tt)>        ft,-0,1,

UsA'ffi «£?)>  o<ft<i,
•j
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with the arguments chosen to be the usual matrix units for

% = 2í(91Lr+1) n 21(91Lr)c

(and 91tr = © rn=0%J we have

ß(") =

(I ?)■
lo    0/'

ft oo Vm,(» - M.)
0 0    0 0
0 0    0 0

Vm.0 - A.) °    ° »-A

ft = 0,

M„ = 1>

0 < ft < 1,

j'w matrix form.

Proof. Consider w,2 on 3I(AT, s) corresponding to w^ T above. Straightfor-

ward computation (see §1) shows the operators S, T on 30 correspond to

-\[JX, J2]~, 1/2 - ¿[^1,^2]+ respectively. Hence [JX,J2]+ and -(/, - JJ2

have pure point spectrum, since T does. Invoking Proposition 3.4, we can get

simultaneous invariant subspaces K for J¡, i = 1,2. Now with the (K, s) to

30 correspondence, we obtain subspaces 30^ for K^; these are two or one

(complex) dimensional given K^ four or two (real) dimensional respectively,

i.e. 0 < ft < 1 or ft, = 0, 1 respectively. By construction, the 30^ are S, T

invariant, and coST therefore factorizes on the associated %n yielding (i), (ii)

and (iii). Finally, explicit computation gives (iv). Done.

Lemma 3.7. Let u = uST be a pure generalized free state of 31(30), such that

Tr T(I — T) < 00. Let (n, 30,/) be the representation induced by w via the

GNS construction, and define

(ä *>)
Nn = TV(9H„) = TV

as in 3.6 and

Vn = TV„ - «(#„)/.

Then the sequence of operators {e'n(K,,)'}, n = 1, 2, . . . , converges strongly to

an isometry, call it U„ on the closure of n(21°(3C))/, call it 30°, for all t in

(0, 1/4).

Proof. We note that Vn is self adjoint, and e'n{V^' is unitary for all integers

« and real numbers /. Hence if the limit exists on 3C°, it will be an isometry.

Since convergence on a dense set in 30° allows us to extend to an isometry on

all of 30°, we need only show the former. Since 30° is complete, this will
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follow if the sequence

B. m. baker

{em^'g},       «=1,2,...,

is Cauchy for all g in a dense set. We first show that

(i) {eiU™'f}, n = 1, 2, ... ,

is Cauchy, with / the cyclic vector and finally that

(ii) {ein^'U(x)f}, n = 1, 2, ...,

is Cauchy for all x in 3l°(30). Since n(31°(30)) is dense in 30°, the proof will

be complete. To show (i) we first note that

||e/n(^)(/_ giDiK^ff = 2 _ 2Re(/; em{K)tfy

Using the factorization

wS7- = <S>  aST\9)r
r = 0

of 3.6, we begin the computation. Recall

30 —  ©   30 ;
«=o

let/* be a basis for 30^, ft = 0, 1, and/*(1),/*(2) be a basis for 30^, 0 < ft < 1.

Analogously we define

«t =
«£>. ft = o, 1,

e^+eiP,    0<ft<l,

and observe that in matrix form

"t =

l\     0)
\o or

O

O o

ft = 0, 1,

,    0 < ft < 1,

ignoring the rest of the tensor product, which are repeated identity matrices.

Thus

and

Vn-Vm=     2      (nk-o(nk)I)
k = m + \

n

eKK-ym)> m eit(nt-o>(nk)I)

k = m+\

for [«*, n/[_ = 0. Since w factorizes with respect to {30^}, n = 1, 2, . . . ,  we
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also have

n

u(ei(K~ y")') = (ei'(»k-^("k)i)\

k = m+ 1

Now using the matrix form of u\%„  (namely Cf¡¡> of 3.6) and nk, and

straightforwardly computing we obtain

Defining

u(e*K- vm)<) =     ¡j      {(i _ p.k)e-2i^ + nke2i'V-^}.
k = m+l

ù(eKK-vm).)=     n     (i+Zk(t))
k = m+l

we have

00

lim    u(ei(v--y^') = 1 «. II   (1 + zk(t)) converges
m,n->ce * = 0

oo

«* S MOI < °o
fc = 0

by standard infinite product results. Direct computation shows that

k*(0|2 = -2(1 - ft)cos(2ift) - 2ftCos(2i(l - ft)).

We claim there exists an integer TV such that

MOI2 < 4'ft20 - H?

for all k > TV. To see this, first observe that if

f'(s) < g'(s)   and  /(O) = g(Q) = 0

(assuming/and g are differentiable with derivatives/', g') then

f'f'(s)ds< (' g'(s)ds   or   f(t)<g(t).
Jo Jo

Since |z*(0)| = 0, we need only show

i MOI2 < 4ft2(i - ft)

for k > TV, or

- sin(2/) + sin(2ift) + sin(2/(l - ft)) < /x*(l - ft).

Now

Tr T(I - T) = 2 2  ftO - ft) < oo
k=0

implies there exists an TV such that /i*(l — ft) < ¿ for all k > TV. Hence, there

are two cases, 0 < ft < \, and ¿ < jn* < 1, when k > TV. The former gives
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-sin(20 + sin(2íft) + sin(2/(l - ft)) < -sin(2r) + 2/ft + sin(2r) = 2tfik

< 5 M* < ft(l - ft)

for all t in (0, \-), since x < sin x and sin x is increasing for all x in (0, it/2).

Likewise, for the latter case we obtain

- sin(2r) + sin(2/ft) + sin(2/(l - M*)) < i(l - ft) < ft(l - M*)

for all t in (0, \). Thus,

|z*(i)| < 2i'/2ft(l - ft) < ft(l - ft)

for all k > TV and t in (0, ¿). Therefore

CO CO

2 ftO - ft) < °° =» 2 kftCOl < °°
*=0 A: = 0

=» fi   (1 + zk(t)) -> a *= 0 =>   lim    w(e'(^- K~>') = 1
*=0 m."->»

=*   lim    uWmVf - e^rjtff = 0
m,n—*oo

-»{»^»W/},       « = 1,2,...,

is Cauchy for all t in (0, ±). Now defining <$ = U *3l°(91L*) we have <f)

dense in 31°(30) and n(<î>)/dense in n(3t°(30))/dense in 30°. Consequently,

for (ii) we need only show

{ein^'U(x)f),        « = 1,2,...,

is Cauchy for all t in (0, {-) and x in ^ to complete the proof. But x in ty

implies x in SP^,) for some/?, and clearly V„ is in X(3i0(9H„)). Hence,

[n(vn),n(x)]_ =[e'n^>',n(*)]_ =o

for all n > p, and for all m, n > /? we have

||e«K^)'n(x)/- e'n(^>'n(x)/|| < p(x)|| ||e'n(^'/- e^-tyd-+0

as n, m —* oo. This completes (ii), and the lemma. Done.

Remark. As |z*(/)I = \zk(~ 0|>tne proof of 3.7 gives strong convergence of

e¡n(v„)t ror ajj t jjj (—1, I); thus (1) for fixed f in this interval, the adjoint

sequence also converges strongly and hence (2) the limiting U, are actually

unitary.

Lemma 3.8. Let w = cos T be a pure generalized free state of

31(30) = U „21(911,,) and suppose T has pure point spectrum. Given A in 3l(91L„)

define

qA(t) = o>(AeiN-<) - u>(A)o>(eiN->).

Then the Fourier components of qA are all even or all odd.
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Proof. We decompose 30 as in Corollary 3.6, and let 91t„ = ©;=03C^.

Now we may compute qA(t) as a product of finite-dimensional traces. For the

two-dimensional 30^ we observe only even powers of e" appear in the

associated trace; for the one-dimensional 30^, only odd powers appear.

Hence we have two cases (1) 91t„ contains an odd number of one-dimen-

sional 30^, (2) 91tn contains an even number of one-dimensional 30^. In case

(1) all Fourier components of qA(t) are seen to be odd, in case (2) all even.

Done.

Corollary 3.9. Let qA(t) be as above. Then either

(ï)qA(t) = Vk=0ak(\-e2ikt)or

(ii) qA(t) = 2Î. A(» - e2'*>"

with ak, bk complex numbers andp, q < n.

Proof. By the above lemma, all Fourier components are odd or even,

simultaneously. But by definition qA(0) = 0; this enables us to write

«,(0 = £ ck(\ - «*)
A:=0

with r < 2«, since 91t„ has at most n two-dimensional subspaces. Combining

these two facts we can define ak or bk to obtain (i) or (ii). Done.

We are now ready to prove

Theorem 3.10. Let uST be a pure generalized free state of 31(30), and suppose

T has pure point spectrum. Suppose further that T is not a projection. Then «|r

is a factor state <=>Tr T(I — T) = oo.

Proof. (=>) To show this, we suppose Tr T(I — T) < oo and demonstrate

that ws j- is not a factor. To this end we consider the U, of Lemma 3.7. Since

U, is a strong limit of operators in n(31°(30)), we have U, in n(3I°(30))" for

all t in (0, \), which is the strong and weak closure of n(2t°(30)). Further, for

all x in <>D = U * 3I°(91L*) we saw that

[eWv.*fYi(x)]_ =0

for all n > p, with x in 31° (91^). Thus

lim   [e,n(^>',n(x)l    g = 0
n—»oo   L J

for all g in 30°. But then

0 = lim   \ein^', Tl(x)]_ g = [ lim  e'n^»>', IK»1    g
n—>ao    L J L n—»oo J —

for all g in %°, since operator multiplication is continuous. Hence

[U„Tl(x)]_g = 0
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for all g in 30° or

[U„U(x)]_=0.

But n(6D) is dense in n(31°(30)) so

[t/„n(v)]_=o

for all v in 2l°(30), i.e., Ut is in n(3i°(3C))'. Summarizing, we have Ut in

n(3t°(3C))' n n(31°(30))" or U, in 2(TI(3lo(30))) for all t in (0, \). To prove

wsr is not a factor we need only show U, is not a multiple of the identity.

Since U, is unitary, this reduces to U, ¥^ e'*l; for this it is sufficient to show

(/, UJ) # e'+. However,

(/, UJ) = (/,   Urn   ,«*v.)y)

= lim   (f,ein^),f)= lim  uST(eiV"')
n-»oo   yJ '        n-»oo      "•' v '

=  fi   {(l-ft) + fte2"}e-2'"-
*=1

and therefore

lim  Kr(e'^)|2 =  fi   {1 - 2^(1 - ft)(l - cos(20)}.
n->°o fc_,

For all t in (0, j) we have

lim  Kr(eÍK-')|2 - a * l
«—»00

by the standard infinite product result, given 2*°«! ft(l — ft) ¥= 0. If not, we

have ft(l — /i*) = 0 for all k, and this implies T is a projection, contradiction

the hypothesis. Done (=>).

(«=) Following [2, Proposition 3.14], we define

qA(t) = u>(AeiN*') - v(A)U(eiN"'),

PmAt) = «(#«*--*•>')

with y4 in 3t°(9ll„), m > n, and the subscripts 5, T suppressed for con-

venience. Using the identical calculation, we conclude that

lim   11^(0^(011, =0
m—»oo

implies w° is a factor. As in [2], || ||, denotes the Fourier-one norm. Since n is

fixed and finite, this is equivalent to

Jm   11^(0^(011, = 0

defining Pm(t) to be the product from 1 to m and relabeling the «th term as

the first. By Corollary 3.9 we can write
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qA{t)Bm{t) =

and since for any function/(i)

S   ak(\ - e2*<)Pm(t),
k = 0

i   bk(\ - e2*<)e«Pm(t)
k = 0

k''/(OII, = 11/(011,
it is sufficient to show

hrn^ ||(l-e2'*')/>m(0ll, = 0,

the total number of terms in either sum being finite. But now note that

k-\

(1 - e2ik') =  2   e2is'(\ - e2");
s = 0

hence we need only show

Jim   \\(l - e2i')Pm(t)\\x =0

again due to the finiteness of the sum limit. Finally recall

(m \ m

JJ   e""<    =  II   <o°(e-"*')
k=\ I        k=\

by the factorization properties of w°. Now straightforward computation

shows

u°(ein*')

1. ft = o,

e", ft = 1,

0-ft) + ft<?2">    0<ft<l,

and we  observe  the presence  of the /x* = 0,   1   terms  do not alter  the

Fourier-one norm, since they are modulus one. Thus

lim   ||(1 - e2i,)Pm(t)\\x
m—>oo

Il m
\(l-e2")       II {(l-ft) + fte-2"}

{k: 0<p.4<l}

= 0

since

00 oo

2    ftO  - ft) =  00 =* 2 ftO  - ft) = 00
k=l {/t:0<m<,}

and the above Fourier-one norm goes to zero by the arguments of [2,

Theorem 3.20] with 2t replacing t. Done.
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4. This section is aimed at removing the point spectrum condition from

Theorem 3.10. We begin by obtaining an estimate for \\uj — ur\\ in terms of

11/ - /'Urs..

Lemma 4.1. Let u be a state of a C*-algebra 31, and Ex, E2 E 31 be

commuting projections. Then if <¿(EX) > 1 — X and o>(E2) > \ — ¡i we have

u(EtE^ > 1 - X - /x.

Proof. Note that

EXE2 + EX(I - E2) + E2(I - Ex) + (I- EX)(I - E2) = /.

Applying w to each of the summands on the left we get four numbers, call

them a, b, c, d respectively; clearly a, b,c,d > 0. Also

(i) w(/) =l = a + b + c+d,

(ii) «(£,) = a + b > I -X,

(iii) cc(E2) = a + c > I — ft

(iv) «(£,£,) = a.

Adding (ii) and (iii) gives 2a + b + c > 2 — X — p.; thus 2 + a + b + c + d

= I + a > 2 — X — /tor a(ExE2) > I — \ — p. Done.

Lemma 4.2 [9, Lemma 2.5]. Suppose w, and w2 are states of a C*-algebra.

Suppose {Ey; y E I0] is a decreasing net of projections in 31 (i.e. Ea < Eßfor

a > ß) with the property that u)x(Ey) = 1 for all y E /0, and if w is any state of

31 such that u(Ey) = 1 for all y E I0, then <o = w,. Let a = inî(u>2(Ey); y E IQ).

Then the following inequalities are valid:

2(1 - a) < H«, - w2|| < 2(1 - a)x/1.

Furthermore if u2 is pure, then

Uto, - <o2|| = 2(1 - a)1/2.

Lemma 4.3. Let w00 be the Fock state, and uST be a pure generalized free

state on 31(30), the CAR algebra over a complex separable Hubert space 30.

Then

IKo-«s.rll <2H71tt'2-

Proof. Let {fk} be an orthonormal basis for 30 and

EN =  II   a(fk)a(fky =  II   e\\\
*=1 k=\

It follows from Lemma 4.2 and the properties of the Fock state that

IK,o - ws,rll = 20 - °01/2

with a = limN^xus>T(EN). But o>s¡T(a(fk)a(fk)*) = 1 - (/*, Tfk), and we will
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show

N

<*sAE») > ! -  2   (/*, Tfk)
k = \

by induction. Equality holds for TV = 1, so assume true for TV; for TV + 1 we

obtain

<*s,t(EN+i) = UsA^M?+1)) > 1 - 2   (/*. Tfk) - (fN+x, TfN+x)
k=l

by Lemma 4.1. Hence a < 1 — || T||Tr and by Lemma 4.2

IK,o-«S.rll=2(l-«),/2<2||r||T/2.

Done.

Lemma 4.4. Let uST, <¿S;t'> be pure generalized free states of 31(30) and toy,

Uj, the corresponding states of&(K, s) respectively. Then

¿11/ - /'II2h.s.= Il s - 5'||2H.s.+||r- rn2H.s.

with H.S. denoting the real Hubert-Schmidt norm on (K, s) on the left and H.S.

denoting the standard Hubert-Schmidt norm on 30 on the right.

Proof. Using the relation

s(A[f], [g]) = Re((2iS + i(2T - /))/, g)

(see §1) we directly compute \\J — /'||h.s. with the basis {[/„], [«/„]} of 9i(/T, s)

to obtain the equality. Done.

Proposition 4.5. Let J, J' be complex structures on (K, s) and <oy, ay the

corresponding generalized free states of Wl(K, s). Then

11/ - /'Iks. < ̂ 2 e^ K - cú,.||< t.

Proof. Let uL be the pure generalized free state of 2I(/<, s) corresponding

to the state <o00 of 31(30). Straightforward computation shows that L is a

complex structure on (K, s). Since any two complex structures may be related

by an orthogonal transformation B, and the mapping rB(u(h)) = u(Bh)

preserves the anticommutation relations and thus extends to an automor-

phism of 2I(Ä", s), there is an automorphism rB of 21(/<f, s) such that wy ° tb =

uL. Hence Wj, ° rB = uM with M = B +J'B, a complex structure. Let œST on

31(30) be the state corresponding to uM on ^(K, s). It follows from Lemma

4.3 that

IK - «/'II  =  ll«L - "A/ll  =  ll«0,0 - «5,7-11   <  2ll7,|lTr2'

Since M2 = — / on (K, s) we have the corresponding equation on 30:

(2/5 + i(2T - I))2 = -/
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or

- S2 - ST + TS + T2 - T = 0.

Let ||/ - /'||h.s. < V2 e; by Lemma 4.4

2e2 > ||7 - /'||2HS = ||£ - M\\2HS = 8(|| S \\2HS+ \\T\\2HS).

We conclude S and T are Hilbert-Schmidt class, hence ST and TS are trace

class. From the above identity, we observe that T is trace class. Taking the

trace of both sides and noting T > 0, we obtain

ll^l|2H.S. + II^H2H.S.=  l|7,|lTr<£2/4

and ||<0y — Wy-ll < e. Done.

Definition 4.6. Let {[/„], [*/„]} be a basis for (K, s) and /, the complex

structure associated with this basis as in § 1. Let J2 be an arbitrary complex

structure on (K, s) and M = — (/, - 72)2 as in Lemma 3.2. We define

subspaces K0, Kx, K2 of (K, s) and an operator A on (K, s) by the formulas

K0 = {h E K: Mh/4 = 0},     A\K0 = 0,

Kx = {h E K: Mh/4 = «},     A|A:, = irl,

K2 = K G(K0® Kx), A\K2 = cos"'(/ + \(JX - J2)2).

Remark. It follows directly from the definitions that

M = 21 — 2 cos A.

The following definitions aim toward constructing a continuous realization

of /j, J2 and A2 as multiplication by matrices of functions on a measure

space. An application of the Weyl-von Neumann theorem will then yield an

appropriate sequence of complex structures approaching J2 in Hilbert-

Schmidt norm.

Definition 4.7. Let A2 = /£a dEx, the spectral resolution of A2. Let /0 be a

unit vector in K2. We define a measure jn0 on [0, it] by the formula

t,([0,X}) = (U EJQ).

Definition 4.8. Let h be in 3Cj = ß£([0, ir], ft,) ® R4, i.e. A is a 4-tuple with

components h¡ real, ft, square-integrable functions on [0, it], i = 1,. .., 4. We

define a mapping

UQ: 30g —> K2

by the formula

U0h= T hx(X)dEJ0 + C h2(X)[csc X(I cos X + JxJ2)]dEJ0
■'0 Jo

+ i' h3(X)(-Jx)dEJ0 + f h4(X)[csc X(-Jx cos X + J2)]dEJ0.
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Remark. This mapping is clearly linear. It is also well defined when the

component functions h¡ vanish in a neighborhood of 0 and it. Further, with

the inner product <«, g)0 = ~E4i=xJQhj(X)gi(X)d¡i0(X) it is straightforward but

tedious to show that U0 is isometric, using the properties of the spectral

integral and calculations analogous to those showing vx, v2, v3, v4 orthonor-

mal outlined in the proof of Proposition 3.4. Since U0 is an isometry it may be

extended to arbitrary square integrable h¡ by continuity; hence U0 is well

defined.

Definition 4.9. Let /0 be a unit vector in K2, and B[JX, J2] be the

polynomial algebra generated by /,, J2. We define //„ = [P[JX, /2]/0]~-

Lemma 4.10. H0 c K2.

Proof. By straightforward computation (see the proof of Proposition 3.4)

we observe J¡K0 c K0 and J¡KX c Kx, i = 1, 2. Hence for all g E K0(KX) we

have s(g, JJ0) = s( — Jjg,f0) = 0. Thus JJ0 E K2 and it follows that

[P[JX, J2]f0]- cK2.Done.

Remark. By the formula defining U0 and Lemma 4.10 we conclude

U0h E H0. We may now construct a sequence of measures on [0, it], {ft},

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and an isometry U: ©*30* -» ä:2 with 30* = E^([0, it],

ft) <S> R4. Let /0 be a unit vector in K2 as above; we define U0: 3^ -* //„ c

K2 as above. Now choose a unit vector /, E //0X n K2. Define ju,([0, a]) =

(fuE\ft\ Hx = [P[Jx,J2]fxy, and Ux analogously to i/„; by the same

argument Ux is also an isometry. Repeating this process we must exhaust K2

in at most countably many steps since we assume K2 separable. That is,

K2= © *//* with k running over a finite or countable set. We now give

Definition 4.11. Let [/* and 30* be as above, and % = © *3C*. We define

an isometry U: % —> K2 by the formulas U\%k = Uk.

We are now ready to realize Jx and J2 on K2 via operators J'x and J2 on 30.

Definition 4.12. We define the operators J[ and J2 on 30 by the formulas

« = (_» I).   /«-(Jr *)
where

'-(i ?)■

0 and 1 denoting multiplication by the zero and unit functions on [0, it]

respectively and

r = ( cos A   - sin À  \
V sin À      cos À /

each entry denoting multiplication by the given function.

Lemma 4.13. Let U, J¡, J'¡, i = 1, 2, be as above. Then UJ¡ = J¡U, i = 1, 2.
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Proof. Choose h E 30, then h = 2*«*, hk E 30*. It is clearly sufficient to

show the formula holds for h E %k = £¿([0, ir], ft) ® R4, so let

« =

hx(X)

0
0
0

jLi.

Then

W2

hx(X)

0
0
0

= U

0
0

-A,(X)cos X

«,(X)sin X

= r -A,(X)cos X(-Jx)dEJk

+ f   hx(X)sin X[csc X(-/, cos X + J2)] dE,/"*

= r *i(X)/2 ¿EJ*

and

J2U

hx(X)

0
0
0

= j2 r hx(x)dEjk = r hx(x) j2 dEjk.

Computing in a similar fashion for the other three components (and Jx) we

obtain the desired equality. Done.

Lemma 4.14. Let {A„}, n = 1, 2, ... , be a sequence of bounded self adjoint

operators on a separable Hilbert space. Suppose there is an operator A such that

An—* A in Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Then cos An, sin An converge to cos A, sin A

in Hilbert-Schmidt norm respectively.

Proof. First observe

d

dt
(ei,Ae-itA") = ieUA(A - An)e

-UA.

integrating from 0 to 1 we obtain

eiAe-u„ - I = f   ie"A(A - A„)t dt.
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Now

II«" - «""Iks." H(«" - «"■)«""'IIh.s.- \\eiAe-iA- - /||H.S.

=   C ieUA(A - An)e-UA- dt       < C\\ei,A(A - An)e-"A4HS dt
J0 H.S        •'0 "

-/' IM-^IIh.s.^ = IM-^IIh.s.•'O

since Hilbert-Schmidt norm is preserved under multiplication by a unitary.

Summarizing, for every e > 0, there is an TV such that

II«" - «*""IIh.s. < IM - 411m < e   for » > TV.

It follows that ||cosj4 - cos/L,||HS < e, ||sin yl — sin/L,||HS <e for n > TV.

Done.

Lemma 4.15. Let J2 be an arbitrary complex structure on a real Hubert space

(K, s) and Jx be the complex structure associated with a paired basis of (K, s)

as in §1. There is a sequence of complex structures {/2>„}, n = 1, 2, ... , such

that —(Jx — J2t„)2 has pure point spectrum and \\J2 — ̂ .«IIh.s.-* 0 as « -* oo.

Proof. Consider J2\%k as above; as in the Weyl-von Neumann theorem

we may approximate multiplication by X on ££([0, n], ft.) by an operator A*

with pure point spectrum such that ||A* — X • ||H s < l/8w2*. By the proof of

Lemma 4.14, ||cos A* - cos X • ||HS < l/8n2*. Now define

with

Jin\*k-(_R+    £)

R = /cos A*   -sin A* \

\ sin A*      cos A* )'

Now \\(J2t„ - ^2)|3C*||HS < l/«2\ by straightforward computation. This

yields

I|/2,„-/2IIh.s.<  2   -¿77 = ^-
/t=o  «2*+1      n

Finally, define

•^2,n\X2 = UJ2U*,   J2JK0 = J2,   JXn\Kx = J2.

Then

l|/2 - /2,JIH.S.=  ll(/2 - /2,„)l*2llH.S.=  ¥2.n - /¿Hh.S.<   !/»•

Further, — (/,' - J2n)2 has pure point spectrum since — (J¡-J2¡„)2\ 30*-= 2/ —

2 cos A* and A* has pure point spectrum. From the unitarity of U and the

definition of J2„ on K0 and Kx we conclude — (/, - /2„)2 has pure point

spectrum. Done.
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Lemma 4.16. Let uST and us-r be pure generalized free states of 21(30) such

that S - S' is a Hubert-Schmidt class operator. Then Tr T(I - T) = oo <=>

Tr T'(I - T')= oo.

Proof. Equivalently, we show Tr T(I - T) < oo«=»Tr T'(I - T) < oo.

Observing that it is sufficient to prove (=») we assume Tr T(I — T) < oo.

From the proof of Proposition 4.5 we have

l|S||2H.s.= l|21Tr- \\T\\2HS = TrT(I-T);

by hypothesis Tr T(I — T) < oo and therefore

I|S'IIh.s.< I|S||h.s. + I|S-S'||h.s.<00

=> Tr T(I - T) < oo,

since the above equality holds for S', 7" as well. Done.

We are now ready to remove the point spectrum condition.

Theorem 4.17. Let <¿ST be a pure nongauge invariant generalized free state

of 21(30). Then w°r is a factor state <=> Tr T(I - T) = oo.

Proof. (=>) Suppose Tr T( I — T) < oo ; then T has pure point spectrum.

In [7, Lemma 4.8] it is shown that if T is a projection, S = 0; from the

definitions it follows that oiST is gauge invariant. Hence, T is not a projection

and the proof reduces to that of Theorem 3.10.

(<=) Let oij, Uj be the states of M(K, s) corresponding to ccST, u00

respectively. As we noted in the proof of Corollary 3.6 if M = — (Jx — J2)2

has pure point spectrum, T has pure point spectrum and we are done by

Theorem 3.10. If not, by Lemma 4.15 there is a sequence of complex

structures J2n such that — (/, — /2n)2 has pure point spectrum and ||/2 —

/2„||HS-»0 as «-»oo. By Proposition 4.5, we have \\uj — co, |j —*■ 0 as

n —» oo. Let <os r be the state of 31(30) corresponding to Uj  , then

\\us„,t„ - us,r\\ < IK,r„ - »ftrll = K2,„ - «yjl ̂ °

as n -* oo. By Lemmas 4.16, 4.4 and Theorem 3.10, the w£ T are also factor

states. Thus w£r is the uniform limit of factor states, hence a factor state.

Done.

We conclude with a

Remark. If uST is a pure gauge invariant state of 2f(30) it follows from [10,

III. 1, Proposition] that cjgT is pure.
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